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Abstract

Core component handling consists of Invessel handling and
ex-vessel handling subsystems. In vessel handling comprises of
two rotatable plugs and a fixed Transfer Arm which handles
subassemblies for invessel transfer between core, Internal
storage locations and Invessel Transfer Position (IVTP).
Exvessel handling comprises of storing, checking, loading of
fresh core subassemblies into the reactor, unloading from the
reactor, washing and storage of irradiated core subassemblies
under water and shipping to reprocessing plant. From IVTP
subassemblies are transferred to Ex-vessel Transfer Position
(EVTP) by Inclined Fuel Transfer Mechanism. From EVTP
subassemblies are handled by cell Transfer machines.

The various options such as two rotatable plugs, one or two
straight pull machines, one straight pull machine and/or one
Transfer arm are considered for internal handling. Water pool
and sodium storage vessel are the options for irradiated fuel
storage. The final choice is one transfer arm and water pool
storage. The choice has been made considering safety,
simplification and cost reduction aspects. It ensures that the
sizes of components such as rotatable plugs, roof slab, main
vessel etc are minimised to reduce capital cost of the plant.

1.0 INTRODUCTION:

Prototype Fast Breeder Reactor (PFBR) is a 1250 MWt, 500 MWe
sodium cooled, Pool type reactor under design in India. The core
component handling system is important because it must be capable
of performing the necessary tasks in a reasonable time with
required degree of safety. It must have maximum accessibility for
maintenance. Core component handling in FBR is always done under
reactor shut down condition because of compact core, large
reactivity worth, high decay heat of irradiated subassembly and
necessity to provide rotatable plugs at the top of main vessel
for access to different core positions.

Sodium coolant is opaque, chemically active and becomes
radioactive in reactor. No normal visual aid can be utilised. As
some sodium remains sticking to SA removed from reactor it cannot
be exposed to water or air during handling. Before subsequent
operation cleaning of sodium becomes necessary.
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During fuel handling, sodium temperature higher than 673 K
causes excessive deposition of sodium vapours inside handling
machine. 473 K to 523 K temperature is adequate as it provides
sufficient margin above sodium solidification temperature also.

The core component handling systems in earlier FBR were
designed keeping in view 50,000 MWd/t burnup as target because
beyond this, the clad and wrapper materials distorted excessively
and the fuel handling forces became unmanageable. With this
low level of burnup, large number of fuel SA needed handling
requiring frequent shut down. The designers put more emphasis on
reducing fuel handling time. In Superphenix two IVTMs and two
shuttles are used in parallel. In PFR, attempt was made to
minimise the effect of swelling by rotating the fuel SA by 180°
within the core when it reached half of the targeted burnup.
Gradually improved clad and wrapper- materials are put in use and
100,000 MWd/t burnup is attained without much difficulty.
Today it appears that 2,00,000 MWd/t burnup can be achieved in
near future. Due to this, importance of the fuel handling time
is reduced considerably.

Studies done for PFBR has indicated that the shut down
period for planned maintenance on yearly basis is more than the
time required for fuel handling.

Operating experience of Phenix shows that reactor was shut
down for planned maintenance for 24% of total shut down period
where as fuel handling shut down was only for 13% of time.
Experience from BN 600 also confirms the same trend. Thus it
is certain that for the expected burnup, fuel handling can be
completed within the time needed for planned annual maintenance
shut down if fuel handling interval is about one year.
Therefore emphasis has shifted from fuel handling time to
simplicity of equipment and overall reduction in capital cost.
As the fuel handling operations inside the main vessel are done
without any visual aid under sodium it is important that the
number of operations and the number of machines must be as small
as possible. Reduction in number of machines reduces the
capital cost also.

2.0 CORE COMPONENTS HANDLING IN PFBR: (Fig 1)

The core components which are handled include fuel, blanket,
control and shielding subassemblies. Like all other fast
reactors, core components are handled with reactor shut down and
when sodium temperature is brought down to 4 73 K (2 00° C).

The handling system has been divided into two parts i.e
invessel handling and exvessel handling. Invessel handling is
done with the help of two rotatable plugs and an invessel
transfer machine which is off set (fixed) arm type. This
configuration has been selected to give reduced diameter of main
vessel as compared to straight pull type machine. The weight of
SA varies from 1800 N to 3500 N. The maximum extraction and
insertion forces taking into account the deformation are
estimated to be 15 KN and 10 KN respectively. The reactor is
designed for life of 30 y. Over its lifetime 4250 SA will be
handled. The machines have been designed for handling 10,000
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TABLE I CONCENTRIC CORE AND TWO ROTATABLE PLUGS

One SPM

4955

7700

13700

NIL

One TAM

4685

6930

12900

NIL

Two SPM

4870

7300

13300

169

One SPM +
one TAM

4530

6470

12450

19

Dia. of SRP flange (mm)

Dia. of LRP flange (mm)

Dia. of Main Vessel shell

No. of SAs needing
double handling

Time taken to replace
one spent SA with one
fresh SA

Double handling (min) -- -- 262 262

Single handling (min) 184 184 184 184

SA. The radioactivity of spent fuel SA varies from one to seven
million curies. The invessel handling machine must be designed
to take care of these conditions.

The decay heat of fuel SA after 1,00,000 MWd/t burnup is
4.3% and 2% of its full power after Id and lOd of shut down
respectively. In PFBR these are 35 KW and 15.5 KW respectively.
Fuel SA with this decay heat needs forced cooling when it comes
out of sodium of main vessel. This makes the design of fuel
handling system more complicated. Sodium vapours present in
cooling gas create additional maintenance problems. To avoid
such problems and to simplify the fuel handling system invessel
storage has been provided at periphery of core. Reduced sodium
flow is provided at these locations. Spent fuel discharged
from core is stored here till next fuel handling compaign when
its decay heat reduces to below 5 KW. At this level of decay
heat no forced cooling is required normally during transit of SA
from main vessel to external storage. In case it is stuck in
cover gas of transfer cell where the heat transfer condition is
the most adverse, argon jet cooling has been provided. It keeps
the temperature of clad below the maximum permissible limit of
923 K (650 Deg.C). Subassemblies other than fuel are not stored
in internal storage as their decay heat is less than 5 KW.

Fuel handling is done after 240 calender days of reactor
operation. This is equivalent to 180 EFPD. 62 fuel, 25 blanket
and 5 control subassemblies are replaced during every fuel
handling campaign. The control philosophy is planned to be based
on 1/2 or 2/2 logic depending on the importance of the sequence.
If all the steps needed for fuel handling are done by automatic
control system it is estimated to take 110 min for replacement of
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one fuel SA in the core by a fresh one. A semiautomatic approach
has been adopted for PFBR so that periodic control by the
operating personnel is done after a set of steps. A number of
consecutive steps have been grouped together. Steps within a
group are done automatically. With semiautomatic operation,
replacement of one spent fuel subassembly with a fresh one takes
about 3 h. It takes about 18 d for each campaign. Shutdown period
is slightly longer as planned maintenance work is also carried
out simultaneously during shut down period.

2 .1 FRESH SUBASSEMBLY HANDLING: (Fig. 2)

Fresh SA is handled in Fresh SA storage area which has
following facilities;

Fresh Subassembly Receiving Facility (FSRF)

Fresh Subassembly Storage (FSS)

Inspection Facility (IF)

Argon Filling Facility (AFF)

The fresh SA is removed from the shielded shipping cask in
which it arrives at the plant and checked in Inspection Facility.
Their weight, over all dimensions and absence of gross blockage
of flow path in them are ascertained. They are then stored in
underground fresh SA storage in individual containers. The
ceiling of the storage cell provides necessary shielding for
the operating personnel, against gamma and neutrons to limit the
dose to 10"^ m Sv/h (1 mR/h) on contact and 10"3 m Sv/h
(0.1 mR/h) at 1 m from surface. The shielding has been designed
for a neutron source of 4 X 106 n/s per SA.

During preparation for refuelling campaign the SA is removed
from fresh fuel storage with Fresh Subassembly Transfer Flask
(FSTF) and introduced into Fuel Transfer Cell with the help of
Transfer Chamber after repeating the checks in Inspection
Facility. The air in Transfer Chamber is evacuated and argon is
filled into it at Argon Filling Facility. The Transfer cell is
always kept under atmosphere of argon. The mobile Transfer
chamber makes a leaktight coupling with a port provided at the
bottom of Transfer cell and Fresh subassembly Transfer machine
picks up the subassemblies into the cell and keeps it in a
temporary storage inside the cell. Two transfer chambers are
used to facilitate fuel handling operations. The cell has two
identical transfer machines. One for fresh and other for spent
subassemblies. In case of break down of one, second can
perform both the functions. No preheating of fresh SA is
envisaged as it can withstand the thermal shock produced due to
insertion in molten sodium of EVTP.

2.2 INVESSEL HANDLING:

Handling of core SA inside the main vessel consists of
transfer between the core, internal storage and invessel transfer
position. Two rotatable plugs and one or two In-Vessel
Transfer Machines (IVTM) were considered.
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FIG. 2. Fresh subassembly handling arrangement
(section: A A).



A fixed offset arm type IVTM is preferred over straight pull
type as it needs smaller diameter of main vessel and LRP though
it necessitated the addition of auto-orientation to each
subassembly and called for free rotation of lower part of
gripper. Another option with one straight pull machine and one
off set transfer arm would have further reduced the main vessel
diameter. But in this option some of the SA located in inner
portion of core need double handling as they are transferred
between core and an intermediate location by straight pull
machine and then further moved to internal storage by transfer
arm. As this option involves additional operations inside main
vessel and need development, operation and the maintenance of two
different types of machines and the cost benefit is marginal,
this option is not selected. The option of using two straight
pull machines was discarded as it needed larger main vessel and
LRP, SRP diameters and necessitated double handling of large
number of fuel SA.

The entry and exit of subassembly from in vessel transfer
position inside the main vessel is done through Inclined Fuel
Transfer Mechanism (IFTM).

Different concepts were considered for IFTM satisfying the
various constraints. The main options were Swing Type system,
Rotating 'X' type system and Rotating shielded leg system.

The Rotating shielded leg system is finally selected based
on following main benefits;

a) Economic, because of lower overall size.

b) It affords better safety provision and maintainability.
The system, however is slower than the other two systems.
But it does not affect the reactor shut down period.

IFTM consists of a primary ramp which is inclined at an
angle of 17° with vertical plane, a Rotating Shielded Leg
(RSL) on top of ramp which pulls up or lowers a sodium filled pot
containing subassembly into the main vessel through the ramp and
another inclined secondary ramp which connects RSL and Ex-Vessel
Transfer Position (EVTP). EVTP has cooling/heating arrangement
which is switched on if the SA is stuck and has to remain there
for prolonged time. Heating or cooling is resorted to maintain
sodium in molten condition or to maintain the pin clad
temperature within specified temperature limit respectively.

2.3 FUEL TRANSFER CELL (FTC):

It is a rectangular cell in fuel handling building with
concrete walls lined with stainless steel. All the
subassemblies pass through this cell. It is in communication
with main vessel through IFTM, with Fresh fuel storage through
Transfer chamber and Spent fuel storage through inclined under
water trolley (UWT). It houses two identical cell tranfer
machines for handling core SA, washing facility, temporary
storage positions for pot and fresh SA. As the spent fuel SA
picked up by Cell Tranfer Machine from EVTP has sodium and its
atmosphere comes in contact with that of main vessel cover gas,
the cell is kept filled with argon.
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Argon pressure is maintained at about 1 KPa (10 mb)
above covergas pressure of main vessel. This prevents spread of
contaminated cover gas into the cell and minimises tranfer of
water vapours from Spent Fuel Storage Bay (SFSB) and sodium
vapours from EVTP to the FTC. All the working positions in the
cell are provided with gate valves to isolate the cell from
external atmosphere. All the operations of the cell are done
remotely from the control panel.

Sodium of the spent fuel SA is washed in washing facility by
circulating nitrogen, water mist mixture. As washing takes more
time, three washing positions have been provided in FTC.

Both the cell transfer machines are identical straight pull
type and can reach any working position in the cell. They
operate simultaneously, but if one is not available, the other
can complete the campaign though it may take additional time.
There is provision for argon flow in the gripper which cools the
SA in case it gets stuck in the cell. A trolley carries one SA
at a time from FTC to a pool type Spent Fuel Storage Bay (SFSB).

To prevent the spread of contamiantion failed SA is not
washed and is stored in a leaktight pot filled with demineralised
water. Storage Bay Transfer Machine (SBTM) handles SA between
under water trolley, storage racks and shipping cask.

The design of the system is such as intervention in FTC and
SFSB will be possible in case of failure of any of its
components.

2 .4 SPENT FUEL STORAGE BAY (SFSB) (Fig. 3)

Here two options, sodium tank storage and water pool storage
were considered. In case of former, the design of vessel, its
cooling and heating circuits and other components is complex
because of large hold up of molten sodium in the vessel.
Maintenance of components working in sodium is also difficult.
Therefore, water pool type storage is selected even though its
needs more space.

It is a demineralised water filled double concrete walled
tank. Inner wall is lined with stainless steel liner.
Stainless steel channel network touching the liner helps in
detecting any leak from the tank. Inner space between the two
walls provides access to the personnel for inspection and
isolates the pool from cells located around the pool. The bare
SA is stored in racks. The spacing is such as to maintain Keff
less than 0.8. The capacity of pool is for 5 years of discharge
from reactor plus one emergency core unloading.

2 . 5 IN-VESSEL TRANSFER MACHINE (IVTM) : (Fig. 4)

It transfers the core components such as fuel, blanket,
shielding and control subassemblies between core, IVTP and
internal storage. It is off set arm type where the off set is
592 mm. It is permanently located on small rotatable plug and
is raised up by about 3.5 m during reactor operation to avoid
activation of its gripper and guide tube. About 1 m of its
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FIG. 3. Spent fuel handling arrangement
(section: BB).
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lower end remains immersed in sodium to keep stainless steel
bellows of the gripper always immersed in sodium. This prevents
exposure of sodium contaminated bellows to argon cover gas.

The machine has been designed for the following conditions:

Weight of heaviest SA to be handled )
(steel reflector) } = 3500 N

Weight of fuel SA } = 2400 N

Deviation on elevation of head of SA
due to tolerances, thermal expansion
swelling etc.

= + 20 mm
5 mm

Permissible misalignment in core } = 35 mm

Maximum insertion force on SA } = 1 0 KN

Maximum extraction force on SA } = 15 KN

As it is not possible to reorient hexagonal sheath of SA by
rotating the machine around its own axis auto-orientation has
been provided on the head and foot of each SA. The lower part
of gripper is mounted on roller bearings and rotates alongwith
SA automatically when subassembly is being lowered into the core.

To differentiate control rod from other SA the level of
control rod is kept lower by 40 mm with reference to nominal
level of other core SA. In addition, the weight of gripper
alogwith the SA held by it is constantly monitored to distinguish
between various SAs. There is a tension sensing device which
cuts off the motor if there is excessive load on the wire rope.
A self energising brake has been provided on the gripper which
limits the free fall of gripper under gravity to less than 500 mm
in case of failure of hoist rope. All the operations of the
machine are done remotely from a control panel.

2-6 INCLINED FUEL TRANSFER MECHANISM (IFTM):

IFTM will be installed on reactor roof slab within the
reactor containment building. Its total height from the bottom
of secondary tilting mechanism to top of hoisting arrangement
will be 24 m approx. (Ref. Fig. 5) • It will weigh 265 t.
Design has been done in such a manner that no component will
weigh more than 20 t. The internals of this equipment coming
in contact with argon and sodium vapour will be made of
austenitic stainless steel.

It consists of primary and secondary ramps, Rotating
shielded leg (RSL) and tilting mechanisms. The tranfer pot can
be tilted to the vertical by gravity in the tilting mechanism.
The transfer pot can be hoisted up in the ramps and into a
shielded leg which is mounted on a support table resting on a
large slewing ring. In between a leak tight container (LTC) is
there which, along with bellows and gate valves on two sides and
a shielding plug on primary side, forms a leak tight enclosure
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for the argon & sodium vapours. The shielding plug is provided
to allow for maintenance of primary gate valve and to protect it
from direct radiation and heat. Bellows allow for thermal
movement of LTC and other components. The hoisting/lowering of
transfer pot as well as rotation of shielded leg will be by oil
hydraulic motors through reduction gear box. IFTM will be
provided with two heaters each of 10 KW for air and argon heating
to facilitate preheating of internals before refuelling
operations. Hot argon will be circulated inside the LTC and
other parts and hot air outside them for the purpose.

Provisions have been made on transfer pot and ramps to
arrest motion of transfer pot in case the hoisting link fails.
This is to prevent damage to reactor internals since the transfer
pot can attain a velociy of about 3 m/s in its fall. Along with
safety brake a shock absorber has been provided to reduce the
impact. Transfer pot will also have an anti-evaporation lid to
reduce sodium vapour deposition on the internals and a siphoning
arrangmement to prevent spilling of sodium during rotation. An
internal shock absorber is also provided to absorb the shock due
to accidental fall of a core sub-assembly from a height into
transfer pot.

Tilting mechanism does not have any moving components in it
and the tilting of transfer pot will be effected by gravity only.

The design takes into account the large amount of thermal
movement which will take place at IVTP from fuel handling to
reactor operating temperature. It also takes into account the
thermal movement of LTC which affects alignment of shielded leg
with ramps. A special eccentric sleeve has also been introduced
to correct the misalignments introduced because of cumulative
effects of dimensional tolerances of various large components
during assembly.

IFTM has been designed to guard against following different
types of abnormal situations and errors which can take place:

a) Simultaneous movement of transfer pot and rotating shielded
leg.

b) Hoisting/lowering of tranfer pot in unaligned position.

c) Movement of tranfer pot with gate valve closed.

d) Stalling of transfer pot in ramp or rotating shielded leg
with hot fuel sub-assembly inside.

e) Hoisting link failure.

Apart from the above, the design of IFTM allows remote
unlocking of ramps to facilitate removal of transfer pot and ramp
with spent fuel sub-assembly inside without need of a separate
handling flask. Also provision for evacuation of sodium from
the transfer pot before it can be removed for any maintenance
work has been kept.
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